Understudied clinical dimensions in pediatric obsessive compulsive disorder.
The present study aimed to assess the phenomenology and treatment sensitivity of insight, avoidance, indecisiveness, overvalued responsibility, pervasive slowness, and pathological doubting among youth with Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) using the ancillary items on the Children's Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (CY-BOCS). These factors are believed to be relevant to the clinical presentation of youth with OCD but remain understudied. Eighty-nine youth with OCD were administered the CY-BOCS, including six subsidiary items aimed at the constructs of interest in this research. Participants also completed measures of OCD symptom clusters, depressive and anxious symptoms, externalizing/internalizing behavioral problems, and functional impairment. Associations between OCD symptom clusters and insight, avoidance, indecisiveness, overvalued responsibility, pervasive slowness, and pathological doubting are presented. Low insight, significant avoidance, indecisiveness, pervasive slowness and excessive sense of responsibility were all related to elevations in functional impairment. Clinical improvement in OCD severity was related to reductions in avoidance, doubting, and sense of responsibility. The six ancillary items of the CY-BOCS appear to be a practical and valid assessment of several constructs that are prognostically linked to cognitive-behavioral therapy outcomes in youth with OCD. Implications for clinicians are discussed.